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ABSTRACT
The virtual sensing technique allows the active noise control
(ANC) system to work with error microphones that are placed
far from the desired zone of quietness (ZoQ). Convention-
ally, a training stage is required to obtain the auxiliary fil-
ters with the temporary error microphones placed in the ZoQ.
When the characteristics of the primary noise changes, the
auxiliary filters have to be retrained. As a result, the conven-
tional virtual sensing technique can only be used when the
frequency band of the primary noise remains unchanged. In
order to solve this limitation, this paper proposes a selective
virtual sensing technique for the multi-channel feedforward
ANC system. The selective virtual sensing technique obtains
a bank of auxiliary filters in the subband structure. Based on
the frequency-band-matching mechanism, a linear combina-
tion of the auxiliary filters is calculated and used in the real-
time control stage. Experimental results show that the selec-
tive virtual sensing technique achieves better noise reduction
performance than the conventional virtual sensing technique
when the frequency band of the primary noise fluctuates.

Index Terms— Multi-channel active noise control, vir-
tual sensing technique, FxLMS algorithm, adaptive filtering

1. INTRODUCTION

ANC systems generate a secondary sound to suppress the un-
desirable noise [1,2]. Based on the principle of wave superpo-
sition, the secondary sound should have the same amplitude
and the opposite phase of the undesirable noise. The genera-
tion of the secondary sound can be implemented by an adap-
tive control filter, of which the coefficients are updated by the
filtered-x least mean squares (FxLMS) algorithm [3,4]. In the
adaptation, error signals are provided by error microphones
placed in the desired ZoQ, where the acoustic summation of
the secondary sound and the unwanted noise gradually ap-
proaches the minimum power [5].

When error microphones are not placed in the ZoQ, accu-
rate estimates of the error signals are necessary to ensure the
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the multi-channel virtual sensing
technique in the frequency domain, where all notations of (ω)
have been abbreviated.

effectiveness of the ANC system. For example, in the ANC
headset, the desired ZoQ should be formed in the eardrum.
However, error microphones can only be placed at the en-
trance of the ear canal [6]. An intuitive solution to this prob-
lem is the remote sensing method that models the acoustic
paths between the physical microphones outside the ZoQ and
the virtual microphones in the ZoQ [7–12]. The acoustic path
models are then used to calculate the estimates of the vir-
tual error signals. The model accuracy greatly impacts the
noise reduction performance and stability of the remote sens-
ing method, requiring deliberate arrangement of the physical
error microphones.

An alternative approach is the virtual sensing technique,
which is first demonstrated in the single-channel feedback
ANC system and then extended for the single-channel and
multi-channel feedforward ANC systems [13–15]. In the vir-
tual sensing technique, estimates of the virtual error signals
are calculated by the auxiliary filters implicitly. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, a multi-channel feedforward ANC system receives
the reference signal X(I×1) and the error signal E(K×1) to
generate the control signal Y(J×1) that minimizes the power
of the virtual error signal E(K×1)

v . All notations of (ω) are



abbreviated.
There are two stages in the virtual sensing technique. In

the training stage, temporary error microphones are placed in
the ZoQ to provide the virtual error signal, which is expressed
by

E(K×1)
v = P(K×I)

v X(I×1) + S(K×J)
v W(J×I)X(I×1), (1)

where W(J×I) is the control filter; P(K×I)
v and S(K×J)

v are
the combined primary path and the secondary path to virtual
error microphone, respectively. The optimum control filter is
written by

W(J×I)
opt = −S(J×K)

+ P(K×I)
v , (2)

where S(J×K)
+ denotes the pseudo inverse of S(K×J)

v .
With the optimum control filter in the training stage, the

virtual error signal is no longer coherent with the reference
signal. However, the error signal is still coherent with the
reference signal, i.e.

E(K×1) = P(K×I)X(I×1) + S(K×J)W(J×I)
opt X(I×1)

=
[
P(K×I) + S(K×J)W(J×I)

opt

]
X(I×1), (3)

where P(K×I) and S(K×J) are the combined primary path and
the secondary path to the error microphones.

Therefore, the auxiliary filter H(K×I) can be obtained by
the adaptive system identification, which treats X(I×1) as the
system input and E(K×1) as the system output. The optimum
auxiliary filter is written as

H(K×I)
opt = P(K×I) + S(K×J)W(J×I)

opt . (4)

It is clear that the virtual sensing technique embeds the op-
timum control filter in the auxiliary filter, rather than sim-
ply estimating the virtual error signal. A previous study has
demonstrated that moderate disturbances to the primary and
secondary paths can be neutralized by the adaptive control fil-
ter while the auxiliary filter does not require retraining [16].

In the control stage, there are no physical error micro-
phones in the ZoQ. The estimate of the error signal is com-
puted as

Ê
(K×1)

= H(K×I)
opt X(I×1). (5)

The control filter is updated by minimizing the difference be-
tween the measured and estimated error signals, i.e.

R(K×1) = E(K×1) − Ê
(K×1)

= S(K×J)
[
W(J×I) − W(J×I)

opt

]
X(I×1). (6)

The optimum control filters in (2) should eventually be recov-
ered. However, (6) also demonstrates that the control filter is
affected by the frequency band of the reference signal. When
the frequency band of the primary noise changes in the con-
trol stage, the auxiliary filter has to be retrained. As a result,

Fig. 2. Proposed training stage of the selective virtual sensing
technique.

the conventional virtual sensing technique can only be used
when the frequency band of the primary noise is consistent in
the training and control stages. In order to solve this limita-
tion, this paper proposes a selective virtual sensing technique
that obtains a bank of subband auxiliary filters in the training
stage. Based on the frequency-band-matching mechanism, a
linear combination of the subband auxiliary filters can be cal-
culated and used in the control stage.

2. SELECTIVE VIRTUAL SENSING TECHNIQUE

The training stage of the selective virtual sensing technique
is proposed in Fig. 2. The frequency-band-matching mech-
anism classifies the reference signal by its frequency band.
When the frequency band is not found in the dictionary, the
multiplexer is switched to an untrained set of auxiliary filters
and the adaptation is activated.

Consider an ideal bandpass filter, of which the frequency
response is written as

Bω1,ω2 (ω) = u (ω − ω1)− u (ω − ω2) , (7)

where u (ω) is a Heaviside step function; ω1 and ω2 denotes
the cut-off frequencies.

A band-limited reference signal is thus expressed by

X(I×1)
0 = T(I×1)

0 ◦ B(I×1)
ω1,ω2

, (8)

where T(I×1)
0 is a univalent and conjugate symmetry func-

tions of ω; ◦ denotes the Hadamard product; every element of
Bω1,ω2 is determined by Bω1,ω2 (ω) and the size of Bω1,ω2 is
indicted by its superscript.

Based on (6), when the optimum auxiliary filter is consid-
ered to be trained for unlimited bandwidth, the control filter



Fig. 3. Proposed control stage of the selective virtual sensing
technique.

obtained for the band-limited reference signal becomes[
W(J×I)

ω1,ω2
− W(J×I)

opt

]
X(J×I)

0 = 0, (9)

which can be further expressed as

W(J×I)
ω1,ω2

◦ B(J×I)
ω1,ω2

= W(J×I)
opt ◦ B(J×I)

ω1,ω2
. (10)

Equation (10) shows that the control filter can only match its
optimum solution within the frequency band of the reference
signal. The control filter trained by one primary noise remains
effective to another primary noise with a narrower frequency
band. A similar study on the selective ANC system without
considering the virtual sensing technique suggests that many
primary noises are necessary in order for the reference signals
to obtain a variety of frequency bands [17].

Furthermore, when the band-limited reference signal is
used in the training stage, based on (3), the auxiliary filter
becomes

H(K×I)
ω1,ω2

◦ B(K×I)
ω1,ω2

= H(K×I)
opt ◦ B(K×I)

ω1,ω2
. (11)

Consequently, the control filter is affected by the frequency
band of the reference signal and leads to the same solution in
(10).

However, it is not straightforward to combine two auxil-
iary filters to cope with a broader frequency band. The sub-
band auxiliary filter trained with the band-limited reference
signal is thereafter post-processed to ensure

H(K×I)
ω1,ω2

= H(K×I)
ω1,ω2

◦ B(K×I)
ω1,ω2

= H(K×I)
opt ◦ B(K×I)

ω1,ω2
. (12)

Under this condition, the linear combination of auxiliary fil-
ters achieves a new auxiliary filter that can represent the opti-
mum filter within the combined frequency band, e.g.

H(K×I)
ω1,ω2

+ H(K×I)
ω2,ω3

= H(K×I)
ω1,ω3

= H(K×I)
opt ◦ B(K×I)

ω1,ω3
. (13)

Fig. 4. Experiment setup.

The control stage of the selective virtual sensing tech-
nique is shown in Fig. 3. The frequency band of the refer-
ence signal is detected. The frequency-band-matching mech-
anism looks for the best combination of frequency bands in
the dictionary. A broader frequency band is used instead of
a narrower frequency band when the frequency band of the
reference signal could not be matched perfectly. The selected
auxiliary filters are then switched on, while the adaptive con-
trol filter is updating.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The primary noise source is enclosed in a cube (60× 60× 60
cm3). There is an opening on one side of the cube. The size
of the opening is 20 × 20 cm2. Four secondary loudspeakers
are distributed on the opening. The spacing between the sec-
ondary loudspeakers is 12.5 cm. Four error microphones are
placed in the experiment room. They are 5 cm away from the
opening. Another four microphones are temporarily arranged
as the virtual error microphones, which are 13 cm away from
the opening. The task of the virtual sensing technique is to use
the four error microphones to implement active noise control
at the locations of the four virtual error microphones.

A case (1, 4, 4) feedforward ANC controller is deployed.
The sampling frequency is set at 48 kHz. The secondary path
models, control filters and auxiliary filters have the lengths
of 200, 400 and 400 taps, respectively. In the training stage
of the selective virtual sensing technique, the primary noises
are generated as the band-limited white noises. The iden-
tified subband auxiliary filters are referred to as H300,500,
H500,700, H700,900, H900,1100 and H1100,1300, where the sub-
script indicates the frequency band. Two other auxiliary filters
H500,1100 and H300,1300 are trained with the conventional vir-
tual sensing technique with broader frequency bands. In the
latter comparison, these two auxiliary filters are referred to as
the “conventional virtual sensing technique I” and “conven-
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Fig. 5. The primary noise ranges from 500 Hz to 1100 Hz.

tional virtual sensing technique II”, respectively. The results
of the selective virtual sensing technique are labeled as the
“subband virtual sensing technique”.

Figure 5 demonstrates the noise reduction performance
when the primary noise possesses the frequency band from
500 Hz to 1100 Hz. This primary noise has uneven power in
each frequency band. The selective virtual sensing technique
switches H500,700, H700,900 and H900,1100 on in the control
stage. The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of
all the methods in comparison. The selective virtual sens-
ing technique and the conventional virtual sensing technique
I achieve almost identical noise reduction performance to the
FxLMS algorithm. With the temporary error microphones
placed in the ZoQ, the FxLMS algorithm no doubt achieves
the maximum noise reduction performance.

Figure 6 shows the noise reduction performance when the
primary noise possesses the frequency band from 300 Hz to
1300 Hz. This primary noise is generated with higher power
for higher frequency band. The selective virtual sensing tech-
nique selects all the five subband auxiliary filters in the con-
trol stage. In this comparison, the conventional virtual sensing
technique I fails to provide noise reduction because its auxil-
iary filter has been trained by a narrower frequency band than
that of the primary noise. The selective virtual sensing tech-
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Fig. 6. The primary noise ranges from 300 Hz to 1300Hz.

nique still achieves the closest noise reduction performance to
the FxLMS algorithm. The conventional virtual sensing tech-
nique II leads to similar noise reduction performance in Figs.
5 and 6. The performance gap between the conventional vir-
tual sensing technique II and the FxLMS algorithm is likely
due to an insufficient length of the auxiliary filter that results
in a loss of the model precision.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a selective virtual sensing technique that
obtains a bank of auxiliary filters in the subband structure dur-
ing the training stage. The frequency-band-matching mecha-
nism selects several auxiliary filters to form the best approx-
imation of the frequency band of the primary noise. Those
selected auxiliary filters are then switched on in the control
stage. The experimental validation carried out with a case
(1,4,4) ANC system demonstrates that the proposed selective
virtual sensing technique achieves the closest noise reduc-
tion performance to the FxLMS algorithm with temporary er-
ror microphones placed in the ZoQ. The conventional virtual
sensing technique fails to reduce the noise when the primary
noise possesses a broader frequency band in the control stage.
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